Troubleshooting and Debugging
Pieces
Hardware
Software
Drawings and source code

Hardware
Major Components
Parts
Power System
Power supplies
Ground
Reset System 
Clocks and Timing
Inputs and Outputs

Parts
Check clocking (orientation) on all parts
Semiconductor devices
Integrated circuits
Know how to recognize pin 1
Dot
Indentation 
Tab
Transistors
Tab
Flat spot
Electronic
Plus sign
Rings
Circular indentations on one end
Make sure they're properly installed
Learn to read color codes
If you're color blind use a meter
Check wattage 
Use current limit for LEDs

Power System
Before applying power
Check
Part orientation
Measure between each power rail and ground
Should see 
More than 10 
Possibly decreasing value
What does this mean
Current limit
Voltage settings

Immediately after applying power
Look for smoke or fire
High current draw
Temperature of board
Hot spots

Troubleshooting
Voltage
Make certain 
Set to proper level
Connected to all components
Clean
Plugged in and turned on

Current
Major piece of evidence
Make certain
Current limit set properly
May need to increase
Circuit is drawing current
High current
Low or no current
High or low temperature
Part that feels like 60 watt light bulb is too hot
Cold TTL board 
Ohm's Law applies
V = I*Z
If current limited
Z remains fixed
V will decrease to satisfy Ohm

Learn to recognize what's a reasonable current draw 
Circuits < 25 parts
Typical TTL circuits 
1 -  2 Amps
Typical CMOS circuits
< 1 Amp
LEDs 
10-100 mA per segment

Ground
Make certain it's connected
System
All parts
Clean

Reset System
Always have a reset system
Ensure system 
Not being held in reset state
Can be placed into reset state

Clocks and Timing
Types
External clock source
Built-in

External clock
Before connecting to circuit
Check level and offset
Check ground level on clock source using an oscilloscope
Don't use a logic probe here
Check level
Ensure swings between ground and desired level
Ensure clock operational
Ensure proper frequency
Measure impedance between clock and ground on circuit
Should be on same order as power - ground impedance

After connecting
Ensure clock operational 
Current limit applies here as well 
Recheck level using an oscilloscope
Check rise and fall times

Built-in clock
Check level 
Ensure clock operational and connected to all parts
Ensure proper frequency
Check rise and fall times

Inputs and Outputs
Understand system behaviour
Start with small portion of system
Select as simple an input or set of inputs as possible
Ideally DC
Steady
Known transient

Know what output value to expect for selected input

Learn to read data sheets
What does the vendor say

Troubleshooting
Logically or physically
Break system into small pieces
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If multiple sources feed common block
Eliminate all but one

Apply input
Make sure input is correct

Check output
If not correct
DC 
Continue working backwards to input
Know what to expect at each stage
Steady
Continue working backwards to input 
Know what to expect at each stage
Transient
Try to force into repeatable application 
Continue working backwards to input 
Know what to expect at each stage

Inputs on SSI and MSI logic can be grounded for short time
Don't connect unused inputs directly to +5 V
CMOS or some TTL
Output present then goes away after input probed
Open input

Learn to recognize proper output levels
TTL - 0.4 - 3.5
CMOS - 0.0 - 4.8

If any failure is repeatable
Find that one first
Find next most repeatable failure

Software
Major Components
Top level module and Integration
Sub modules
Input and Output
Interrupt

Top Level Module and Integration
Always keep a back up of previous version before making changes
Always use symbolic constants
Always initialize all variables
To acceptable default value
Zero
Null

Initial design and debug
Include all major modules
Stub out and annotate each module
Confirm overall flow of control works
Hard code values for variables as appropriate

Include debug code using preprocessor directives
#ifdef DEBUG 
debug code
#endif

Remove with
#ifdef DEBUG 
#undef DEBUG
debug code
#endif

Integration
Integrate one module at a time
Select the simplest module with simplest inputs

When module integrated
If failure occurs stop and debug

Understand why something doesn't work
It doesn't work is not sufficient
Identify 
Failure condition
Possible causes
Can function be forced to work in constrained case
If writing to buffer fails from some invoked module 
Can buffer be written directly if module not invoked

If previously working (integrated) module fails
Check for 
Shared variables
Includes 
Initialization that may have been changed by new module
Context variable that new module may have changed

Uninitialized variable or pointer
Array indexes
Local variables being returned
Variables passes and returned by value

If existing standalone working module(s) fails
Check for
Initialization
Shared variables
Pointers
Array indexes

Learn to use 
Breakpoints
Single step
Tracing
How to inspect variables

Use breakpoints or other visible means
To ensure control flow reaches desired point of execution

Submodules
Make each submodule maximally independent
Have clean well defined interface
Design and debug submodules individually
Keep modules simple
Not more than 1-2 abstract and related functions
Debugging
Understand module behaviour 
Make sure module state is initialized
Select as simple an input or set of inputs as possible
For each input know what the output should 
Apply simple set of inputs
Hard code if necessary
When several behaviours possible
Test simplest first

Input and Output
Test with simple input or output cases first
Ints, chars, floats
Make sure something can be read or written
If connection between input and output not working
Break the path
Hard code values
Write to output
Remember flow of control

Drawings and Source Code
Hardware
Schematics
Annotate all signals
Identify signal levels and critical timing if necessary
Use bubble logic in logic diagrams
Identify true state of signal
Identify logic function if appropriate
Start in upper left hand corner and work to lower right
Signals flow from left to right
Inputs on left
Outputs on right
Clearly identify source and destination of all signals
Use descriptive names
Bundle busses
Localize and group functionality

Layout drawings
Start in upper left hand corner and work to lower right

Clearly label each part
Use consistent labeling scheme
Grid system works well

Use industry standard symbols
U - integrated circuits
Q - transistors
D - diodes
CR - rectifiers
Orient all parts the same direction

Software
Use descriptive module names
Use descriptive variable names
Keep names short
Use symbolic constants
Annotate your code
Functions or objects
Name
Inputs
Outputs
What is changed
Brief description of functionality or algorithm
Author
Revision date and change history

Build file of test cases

Use 
Lots of white space
10-12 point font 
Block layout
Group common things at head of module as appropriate
Externs
Typedefs
#defines
Globals
Locals
Function prototypes
Symbolic constants


